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1. 60 blue marbles and 40 red marbles are in a jar. How many red marbles must be 

removed from the jar so that the probability of choosing a blue marble from the jar is ? 

A. 5        B. 10     C. 15      D. 20     E. 25 

2. How many positive 4-digit numbers are there with an even digit in the hundreds 

position and an odd digit in the tens position? 

A. 10,000        B. 5,040   C. 2,500   D. 2,250     E. 2,150 

3. John buys a cake at a bakery and a hammer at a hardware store. If there are five 

hardware stores and three bakeries, in how many different combinations of stores can 

he purchase the cake and the hammer? 

A. 20       B. 15    C. 8    D. 5    E. 3 

4. Three coins are tossed at the same time. What is the probability that exactly two 

heads are face up?   

A.1/8    B.1/4    C.3/8    D.1/2    E.5/8 

5. There are 15 students on the Prom Committee and 20students on the Yearbook 

Committee. If 10 students are on both committees, how many students are on only 

one committee? 

A. 5     B. 10     C. 15     D. 20     E. 25 

6. Five people want to rent the last two copies of a movie. How many ways can these 

five people rent the two movies? 

A. 10     B. 9     C. 8     D. 7     E. 6 

7. There are 10 orange sodas, 15 cream sodas, and 7 cherry sodas in an ice chest. 

How many sodas must be removed from the ice chest to guarantee that one of each 

type of soda has been chosen? 

A. 16     B. 18      C. 23        D. 25        E. 26 

 

8. How many 5-digit numerals have 9 as the first digit, 3 or 6 as the third digit, and no 

digit repeated? 
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9. Someone writes a five digit numeral that reads the same from left to right as right to 

left (palindrome). How many 5-digit palindromes are there? 

10. A jar contains 10 blue, 8 green, and 6 red marbles. Every time a marble is 

removed from the jar, it is not replaced. What is the probability, to the nearest 

hundredth, that the second marble chosen is green if the first marble chosen is green? 

A. 0.28          B. 0.29      C. 0.30       D. 0.31         E. 0.32 

11. Five people, all different ages, are arranged in a row so that the oldest person is in 

the middle and the two youngest people are on the ends. How many different 

arrangements of this type exist? 

A. 32       B. 16        C. 8      D. 4       E. 2 

12. A teacher gives stickers to students as a reward for good work. The stickers are on 

a long strip and repeat in a regular order: Balloon, Happy Face, Clown Face, and 

Spaceship. What are the 63rd and 65th stickers handed out by the teacher? 

A. Balloon and Happy Face                        B. Clown face and Balloon                   

C. Spaceship and Clown Face                    D. Clown Face and Happy Face     

 E. Balloon and Spaceship 

13. Seventy people are seated at a dinner party. Each table at the party can seat eight 

people. What is the minimum number of tables needed for the party? 

A. 12      B. 11       C. 10         D. 9               E. 8 

Sentence completion  

DIRECTIONS: The following sentences have one or two blanks, each of which 

indicates a missing word. Beneath each sentence are five words or pairs of 

words. Choose the word or pair of words which, when inserted in the sentence 

best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole 

14. Julia is amazingly ------ for a 5-year-old: She  adeptly persuaded her reluctant 

parents to let her stay up to watch another thirty minutes of television. 

(A) concise     (B) astute        (C) verbose        (D) recalcitrant     (E) capricious 

15. He recited the President’s speech back to me ------; it was almost as if he had 

written it himself. 

(A) loquaciously   (B) insipidly    (C) verbatim     (D) curtly        (E) diffidently 

16. Those not used to Larry’s ------ speaking style found him to be ------ and did not 

like him at first. 

(A) monosyllabic . . incisive            (B) surly . . congenial             (C) laconic . . brusque 



(D) circumlocutory . . direct               (E) garrulous . . phlegmatic 

 

17. During his first year at boarding school, Ricardo underwent ------ from a shy and 

reserved young boy to a garrulous and extroverted teenager. 

(A) a schism       (B) an adjudication      (C) a benediction        (D) a soliloquy     (E) a 

metamorphosis 

18. Janice is so ------ that she ------ over even the simplest    decision. 

(A) shrewd . . perjures         (B) magnanimous . . denigrates     (C) pusillanimous . . 

admonishes (D) surreptitious . . purges    (E) fickle . . vacillates 

19. Despite having always been ------ at heart, Paula found herself ------ about the 

near future at work. 

(A) pessimistic . . sanguine        (B) lethargic . . placid            (C) morose . . querulous 

(D) prudent . . verbose              (E) succinct . . terse 

20. Kemal was the ------ of his father’s generosity while at the supermarket because he 

got to eat an ice cream treat on the way home. 

(A) beneficiary     (B) benefactor      (C) benediction        (D) patron             (E) sanction 

21. Because we are short on time, ------ would be appreciated; we need to leave in five 

minutes to catch the last bus of the night. 

(A) circumlocution      (B) allegation    (C) pontification    (D) brevity         (E) lassitude 

22. The audience found the presentation to be ------ and vacuous; it was 

unimaginative and lacking substance. 

(A) dormant                 (B) unanimous           (C) amorphous            (D) dolorous            

(E) prosaic 

23. The play was a blend of the mirthful and the ------; many scenes were ------, while 

others made me cry like a baby. 

(A) melancholy . . hilarious   (B) reprehensible . . wistful    (C) somber . . bitter   

  (D) humorous . . jocular    (E) despicable . . whimsical 

24.  Stephen’s job as censor for the magazine was to ------ any material that might be 

objectionable to its readers. 

(A) abridge   (B) amass    (C) refute    (D) expurgate        (E) enervate 

25. As more travelers have decided to ------ their garbage as they sail, the lake has 

become quite polluted. 

(A) pilfer       (B) jettison     (C) yoke     (D) assail       (E) impel 



26. The movie critic refused to take back his ------ remarks because he thoroughly 

intended to ------ the director’s abilities. 

(A) caustic . . compliment     (B) derogatory . . revere   (C) sanctimonious . . reveal     

(D) laconic . . lionize    (E) scathing . . disparage 

27. The ------ young salesman made his living wandering    from town to town. 

(A) bellicose    (B) inert       (C) lethargic       (D) acrid     (E) peripatetic 

28. Normally a ------ person, when stuck in horrible traffic on the highway Peter 

becomes even more ------, often provoking fisticuffs with other drivers. 

(A) congenial . . rapacious       (B) contentious . . belligerent        (C) listless . . dolorous 

(D) choleric . . serene                      (E) sanguine . . pugnacious 

29. The normally ------ daytime television show had one surprisingly ------ episode and 

got yanked off the air. 

(A) decorous . . provocative            (B) compliant . . obsequious           (C) vulnerable . . 

porous (D) volatile . . tumultuous                (E) deplorable . . altruistic 

30. Coming off of the worst recession in the country’s 250-year history, the sudden ----

-- of money was a welcome sight to the rulers of the destitute  nation. 

(A) depletion   (B) influx    (C) transgression   (D) fluctuation     (E) bulwark 
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Choose the correct word from the following list of words to complete each of the 

following sentences 

Glow         smoke   embers   scald     swelter     flame     blaze     spark        burn      

ashes      steam     scorch      sizzle        boil 

1. In the darkness michelle saw the red ________________ of a cigarette and knew 

that Rod wasn’t  far away. 

2. As the evening wore and the fire died down ,we put potatoes to bake in the 

_____________, and ate them in our fingers. 

3. Although police have not yet established the cause of the fire, it seems likely it 

was started accidentally by a _________________ from a dropped match. 

4. When the scouts put more dry wood on the bone fire, it began to 

__________________ merrily, and the _________________s leapt high into the sky. 

5. Unfortunately my sister wasn’t careful enough when ironing those trousers, so 

now there is a very noticeable _______________ mark on the seat. 

6. Benedict, be careful not to _________________ yourself with all that boiling water. 

7. Jason carefully ____________ed open the letter while his mother was out 

shopping. 

8. You’ll _____________ in that heavy jacket. Why don’t you wear your linen one? 

9. All that remained of their home after the fire was extinguished was a pile of 

sodden _______________  

10. “There is no __________ without fire.”proverb 

 

Read the following sentences very carefully and answer the questions that follow 

11. In a foreign language  

MISD KUMP GOTH means MERRY CHRISTMAS DAD.  

GOTH WUIM FREK KUMP means DAD IS MERRY TODAY.  

KOMP WUIM FREK KUMP means MUM IS MERRY TODAY.  
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Which word means CHRISTMAS?  

A.  MISD B.  GOTH C.  KUMP   D. WUIM  E.  FREK 

12. AIRCRAFT is to TRANSPORT as NEWSPAPER is to:  

A: typing B: publishing C: editor D: newsroom E: media 

13. Jordan’s cat is bigger than Amy’s cat, but is smaller than Jenna’s cat. Fiona’s cat is 

the same size as Wendy’s cat, which is bigger than Amy’s cat, but smaller than 

Jordan’s.  

If bigger cats are faster, but smaller cats are more obedient, which of the following lists 

the fastest and most obedient cat?  

A. Fiona & Jenna    B. Amy & Jordan   C. Wendy & Jenna    D. Jenna & Amy E. None 

14. BIRDS are to FLY as HORSE is to:  

A: speed B: grass C: legs D: paddock E trot 

15. team : coach 

A. car : mechanic 

B. cooking : chef 

C. musicians : conductor 

D. fruit : grocer 

16. Dan is Joshua's son and Guy's brother. Margaret is Guy's mother and Judy's 

daughter. Which of the statements below is true? 

A. Judy is Dan's mother-in-law. 

B. Margaret is Dan's mother. 

C. Judy is Joshua's grandmother. 

D. None of the above 

 Sentence completion  

DIRECTIONS: The following sentences have one or two blanks, each of which 

indicates a missing word. Beneath each sentence are five words or pairs of 

words. Choose the word or pair of words which, when inserted in the sentence 

best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole 

 



17.  The party boss shrewdly shifted party lines; hence, he was able to ——— any 

voting bloc out of ———. 

A.  sanction, hand                 B. disavow, actuality         C. validate, district 

D. countenance, reluctance     E. gerrymander, existence 

18.   The restaurant itself was beautiful and the service was excellent, but the food 

was ———. 

A. superb       B. shabby      C. inedible     D. delicious      E. palatable 

19. He was the chief ——— of his uncle’s will; in short, he was left with a(n) ——— of 

$200,000. 

A. beneficiary, inheritance      B. heir, invoice        C. adjudicator, reckoning 

D. plethora, estate         E. reader, legacy 

20. When his temperature ——— above 104°F, then he became agitated and -— 

A. descended, demented        B. rose, mobile        C. stayed, ambulatory 

D. soared, robust                  E. climbed, delirious 

21.  Although he was never at the scene of the crime, his complicity was uncovered; he 

had ——— and ——— the robbery by disposing of the stolen property. 

A. aided, abetted                 B. assisted, foiled      C. hindered, eschewed 

D. impeded, shunned          E. thwarted, warned  

22.  The offenders then prostrated themselves and ——— for mercy. 

A. conceded      B. petitioned     C. reiterated     D. submitted   E. approached 

23. If you find peeling potatoes to be ———, then perhaps you would ——— scrubbing 

the floors. 

A. burdensome, despise     B. galling, detest    C. onerous, prefer 

D. tiresome, encourage      E. genial, fancy 

24.  The film was completely devoid of any plot or character development; it was 

merely a —— of striking images. 

A. proximity       B. duration      C. dilettante     D. montage     E. dearth 

25. The ------ from the construction work on the busy street below made it very 

difficult for me to concentrate with the window open. 

(A) torpor (B) cacophony   (C) euphoria   (D) anomaly    (E) sacrament 

26. As if he knew I was exhausted and in need of ------ from his interminable mischief, 

the puppy went to his bed and took a nap. 

(A) an elocution (B) a euphemism  (C) a respite  (D) a rebuttal  (E) a testimony 



27. Although it was nice to be ------ again after being bedridden for four weeks, the 

muscular ------ that resulted from my immobilization was going to take a lot of work to 

fix. 

(A) itinerant . . deterioration       (B) amiable . . bastion                      (C) ambulatory . . 

atrophy        (D) amorphous . . attrition    (E) pedestrian . . acrimony 

 

28. Although he clearly was obsessed with the ------ of moral perfection, he was also 

aware of its potential ------: self-righteousness, arrogance, and condescension. 

(A) pursuit . . pitfalls     (B) likelihood . . dangers    (C) contemplation . . insights   (D) 

morality . . tenets  (E) sanctity . . inequities 

29. Whereas Gerald was always the frivolous one, Bernard felt compelled to 

compensate for his brother’s indiscretions by exercising profound moral ------. 

(A) hysteria  (B) embarrassment    (C) prudence    (D) acceptance    (E) equivocation 

30. In need of a ------ from persecution, many young refugees wandered far from their 

homeland seeking ------ communities in which to settle. 

(A) nightmare . . just   (B) haven . . tolerant    (C) plight . . magnanimous    

(D) pledge . . malevolent              (E) sanctuary . . invidious 
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